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January 6, 2022 
 

RE: Natural rubber products in Dymax LED/UV Light Curable Adhesive and Coating products 

 
To Whom It May Concern: 
 
This is in response to your inquiry regarding the presence of natural rubber in Dymax LED/UV Light Curable 
Adhesive and Coating products.  After reviewing the formulation,  there is no known or intentionally added natural 
rubber latex, dry natural rubber, synthetic latex, or synthetic rubber that contains natural rubber in its mixture. 
Furthermore, to the best of our knowledge, the product does not come in contact with any materials or equipment 
that contains latex. 
 
There may be latex in the facility used to produce our adhesive, as we are not a latex-free facility. 
 
The information being provided regarding the substances contained in Dymax products comes after reviewing the 
information provided by suppliers or producers of the raw materials used in this product and understanding our 
production process. We have not conducted any tests on our product specific to the substances in question. 
 
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact us at Product_Regulatory@Dymax.com. 
 
Sincerely,  
DYMAX CORPORATION 

 

Alison Jeannin 
Manager Product Regulatory Systems 
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